
No Growth – Accuser

And I heard a loud voice saying in heaven,         

Now is come salvation, and strength, and the 

kingdom of our God, and the power of his       

Christ: for the accuser of our brethren is cast       

down, which accused them before our God         

day and night.

Revelation 12:10

Approach----------Jeremiah 17:9

Conversation-----Job 1:9

Cunning------------2 Corinthians 2:11, 11:14

Utters---------------Deuteronomy 19:16

Satan----------------Revelation 12:9

Eye-------------------Proverbs 27:20

Ruin-----------------1 Peter 5:8

An accuser claims a person has done something 

wrong and tells someone else about it. What 

happens now? This situation may be unclear for the 

victim. However, at some point, the accused will 

obtain information and address the issue. The 

individual has no clue about the accuser but will 

eventually discover who it is. The first thing an 

accuser does is look for someone to target. That 

person may be successful, intelligent, or have 

potential. This man or woman is what the enemy 

would endeavor to attack because he needs a body 

to corrupt. Anyone is available to persuade by 

changing their perspective by deception. This kind 

of activity is from the devil himself. The accuser has 

three areas of the body that work together. The 

heart brings thoughts to the head that transfers the 

data to the mouth. The lies run quicker than the 

truth. Whenever the enemy uses a person to 

fabricate against another involves feedback of 

criticism. The accuser that is the chief master within

this area is Satan. The enemy always keeps an eye 

on his prey. To look for a reaction from the victim 

that he is trying to destroy. The accuser has a 

motive to rob you of a positive image. The informer 

has the intention to wipe out your good influence 

on others. Satan desires to wreck your life in every 

way.

Prayer: Dear God, help me to forgive my accusers 

and forgive me if I accuse anyone. Thank you, God.


